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Abstract

The chemical degradation of reactive orange M2R dye under irradiation of UV light by Fenton’s
reagent has been investigated spectrophotometrically in aqueous medium.  Hydroxyl free radicals are the most
reactive chemical species for the degradation process.  The influence of pH and initial concentrations of the dye,
Fe2+ and H2O2 on the degradation rate has been investigated and the optimum operational conditions were
determined. The photobleaching process follows first-order kinetics.  Acidic pH range favours the degradation
rate. The results of the study showed that photo-Fenton process is an effective and an economic treatment
process for the complete mineralization of the reactive orange M2R dye.  A suitable tentative mechanism for the
degradation of the dye by photo-Fenton system has been proposed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many different types of synthetic dyes such
as azo, vat, indigo are used in textile, paper, leather,
ceramics, cosmetics, food processing and ink  industries
(Buitron et al. 2004; Hasnat et al. 2005; Beker and Salker,
2006).   Among these dyes, the azo dyes constitute the
largest and the most important class of commercial dyes
(Behnajady et al. 2007; Robinson et al. 2001).
Wastewaters originating from dyes production and
application industr ies pose a major  threat to
surrounding ecosystems, because of their toxicity and
potentially carcinogenic nature (Kusic  et al. 2006;
Papic et al. 2004; Vander Zee et al. 2001).  Also the dyes
in wastewater affect photosynthetic activity in

environment due to reduced light penetration and may
be toxic to aquatic lives (Solmaz et al. 2006).   It is
therefore essential either to remove the dyes from
wastewater or to treat them in such a way so as to
minimize their effects on the environment and also to
decolourize the water.  Commonly employed methods
for colour removal such as adsorption, coagulation-
flocculation, oxidation and electrochemical methods are
quite expensive and have operational problems (Lin and
Peng, 1996; Karthikeyan et al. 2012; Ramakrishnan and
Viraraghavan, 1997). The limitations of conventional
wastewater treatment methods can be overcome by the
application of advanced oxidation processes (AOPs)
(Neamtu et al. 2004).

In recent years, advanced oxidation processes
(AOPs) have been intensively investigated for the
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treatment of waters and wastewaters.   AOPs defined as
processes are generating hydroxyl radicals (ºOH) are
considered to be promising alternatives to conventional
processes due to their efficiency in oxidizing a great
variety of organic contaminants (Sabhi and Kiwi, 2001:
Galindo et al.2001).  One of the promising AOPs is
Fenton’s reagent and this reagent appears to be a very
powerful oxidizing agent.   The Fenton’s reagent is an
aqueous solution of H2O2 and ferrous ion mixture to
produce highly reactive hydroxyl radicals in acidic
medium (eq.1) (Chemarro et al. 2001;  Zhao et al. 2004).

 Fe2+ + H2O2    Fe3+ + ºOH +-OH            (1)

Hydroxyl radicals may be scavenged by reaction with
another Fe2+(eq.2).

                        ºOH + Fe2+   OH- + Fe3+            (2)

In photo-Fenton process in addition to the
above reactions the formation of hydroxyl radical also
occurs by the following reaction (eq.3) (Rathi et al.
2003; Lucas and Peres, 2006).

                   Fe3+ + H2O +h  ºOH + Fe2+ + H+            (3)

The rate of organic pollutant degradation
could be increased by irradiation of Fenton’s reagent
with UV or visible light (Photo-Fenton process).  The
illumination leads not only to the formation of additional
hydroxyl radicals but also recycling of ferrous catalyst
by reduction of Fe3+.   In this way, the concentration of
Fe2+ is increased and the overall reaction is accelerated.

The aim of the present work is to investigate
the influence of various parameters on the
photocatalytic degradation of Reactive Orange M2R
dye (ROM2R) by UV light irradiation in the presence of
Fenton’s reagent.  In this paper we examine the effects
of concentrations of H2O2, Fe2+, initial concentrations
of dye and pH on the degradation of dye and the results
are analysed.

2. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

The chemical structure and UV-visible
spectrum of ROM2R dye are shown in  Fig. 1 and
Fig. 2 respectively.   The photochemical degradation of
ROM2R dye was observed at 488 nm.

Fig. 1: Structure of ROM2R(C24H16Cl2N6O10S3, 715.52)

Fig. 2: UV-visible absorption spectrum of Reactive
Orange M2R Dye
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The optimum conditions for  the
photodegradation of dye were [Dye] =0.1mM,
[FeSO4] =1 mM, [H2O2] = 10mM  and pH = 3.   The  result
of  photocatalytic  bleaching  of  dye is   graphically
represented in Fig. 3.   It was observed that the
absorbance of dye solution decreases with  increasing
time of irradiation indicating that the dye was degraded
on irradiation.   A plot of log (Absorbance) versus time
was linear indicating that the reaction follows
pseudo-first order kinetics.   The rate constant, k was
calculated from the expression k=2.303 x slope.   The
optimum rate constant for the reaction was determined
as k1= 10.95 x 10-4 sec-1.

Fig. 3: A plot showing a typical run of photobleaching
of ROM2R dye by photo-Fenton reagent under the

optimized conditions.

2.1 Effect of concentration of H2O2

In a photo-Fenton based system the oxidant
concentration is a key factor that can significantly
influence the degradation of organics.   The effects of
H2O2 concentration on the degradation of ROM2R dye
were studied and the results are shown in Fig. 4.  The
results indicate that the degradation of ROM2R dye is
increased by increasing the concentration of H2O2.

The decolourization rate constant increases from
2.022x10-4 to 18.718x10-4sec-1.    At high concentration
of H2O2, the rate again  decreases.

This can be explained on the basis that at higher
concentration of H2O2, more hydroxyl radical is
produced which degrade more dye molecules.  The
optimum dosage of H2O2 was found to be 0.01M,  with
further increasing of H2O2 concentration , degradation
efficiency is decreasing due to the scavenging nature
of H2O2 towards OH radicals (eq.5) when it is present in
higher concentration  (Tamimi et al. 2008;  Muthuvel
et al. 2012).

                   ºOH + ºOH       H2O2                              (4)
           ºOH + H2O2  ºOOH+ H2O                   (5)
                ºOOH + ºOH      H2O +O2                        (6)

The result is the formation of perhydroxy
radicals which are significantly less reactive species
than hydroxyl radicals and thus directly influence in
the degradation.

Fig. 4: The degradation degree of [ROM2R] = 0.1 mM
with different initial concentrations of H2O2 in the

presence of [Fe2+] = 1 mM in photo-Fenton processes at
pH 3.0.
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The best photodegradation of the dye was
possible with [H2O2] = 10 mM.   But due to very fast
degradation of dye it was difficult to determine the rate
constant for low concentration of dye. Hence 1mM of
H2O2 was used for further experiment.

2.2 Effect of  concentration of ferrous ion

Amount of ferrous ion is one of the main parameter to 
influence the photo-Fenton process.   In this study, to 
obtain the optimum initial Fe2+ ion concentration, 
the investigation was carried out in the range of 0.05 
mM to 0.5 mM at pH=3.  The Fig. 5 displays the 
effect of ferrous ion concentration on the degradation 
of dye.  The decolourization rate constant increases 
from 1.148 x10-4 to 10.948 x 10-4 sec-1.    The increase 
in ferrous ion concentration in the reaction mixture is 
accompanied by enhanced  generation  of OH                                                                              
radicals, consequently increasing the rate of                                                    
photodegradation.  The optimum concentration of          
ferrous ion for the degradation reaction was found to
be 1mM.

Fig. 5: The degradation degree of different initial
concentrations of Fe2+ in the presence of [Dye] = 0.1

mM[H2O2] = 1mM in photo-Fenton processes at pH 3.0.

On the other hand, when the ferrous ion
concentration is too high, the reaction mixture became

more turbid and this suppressed the penetration of UV
light and hence photo-activity of reaction decreases.
This in turn decreased the formation of OH radicals,
lowering the photodecomposition ability (Gamal, 2010;
Kitsiou et al. 2009).

2.3 Effect of initial concentration of dye

In order  to study effectiveness of
photocatalysis with increasing pollutant concentration,
experiments were conducted by varying the amount of
ROM2R (0.1mM to 0.5 mM) at pH 3 with 1 mM of Fe2+

and 1 mM of  H2O2.   These results are shown in Fig. 6.
The results reveal that the degradation degree of dye
decreases with the increase in the concentration of dye.
Also the rate constant decreases from 6.469 x 10-4 to
2.88 x 10-4  sec-1.

Fig. 6: The degradation degree of different initial
concentrations of ROM2R in the presence of [Fe2+] =1

mM, [H2O2] = 1 mM in photo-Fenton processes at
pH 3.0.

In this photo-Fenton process at higher dye
concentration the penetration of photons entering into
solution also decreases thereby lowering the hydroxyl
radical production (Vaishnave  et al. 2011; Surana
et al. 2011; Muthuvel  et al. 2012).   Hence, the percentage
of degradation of the dye decreases with the increase
in dye concentration.
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2.4 Effect of pH

The pH value effects the oxidation of organic
substances both directly and indirectly.  The effect of
pH on the degradation of ROM2R dye was investigated
in the pH range 2.0 to 4.0.   Fig.7 shows the effect of
initial solution pH on the degradation of dye.   It shows
that the percentage of degradation of dye strongly
depends on pH of the reaction medium.  The rate of
degradation of dye increases with increasing pH upto 3
and  then decreases (Li et al. 2009;  Ameta et al. 2012).
The optimum pH value was found to be about 3.

Fig. 7: The degradation degree of  ROM2R   at
different  pH  in the presence of [Dye] = 0.1mM,
[Fe2+]= 1 mM,   [H2O2] = 1mM in photo-Fenton

processes

The degradation of the dye is decreased at
pH>3, because iron is precipitated as hydroxide which
resulted in a reduction in the transmission of radiation
(Faust and Hoigne, 1990).   Another reason for the
inefficient degradation at pH >3 is due to the
dissociation and auto- decomposition of H2O2 (Badway
et al. 2006).   The low degradation at pH 2 (pH<3) is also
due to the hydroxyl radical scavenging of H+ ions
(eq. 7) (Lucas and Peres, 2006; Tamimi et al. 2008).

    ºOH + H+ + e-     H2O            (7)

Mechanism

On the basis of experimental observation and
the existing literature, a tentative mechanism has been
proposed for degradation of ROM2R dye with  photo-
Fenton system.

In the presence of Fe2+, the peroxide breaks
down to ºOH and OH-, according to the following
reaction (eqs. 8,9,10)

    Fe2+ + H2O2    Fe3+ + ºOH + OH-               (8)
               Fe3+ + H2O2 + h Fe2+ + ºOOH  + H+                 (9)

                 2H2O2   H2O + ºOH +  ºOOH      (10)

The incorporation of  ºOH with H2O2 also
produces OOH radicals (eq.10)

     ºOH + H2O2 ºOOH +H2O                   (11)

Ferrous ion may undergo oxidation to ferric
ions with ºOH  (eq. 12) while ferric ions are reduced to
ferrous ions by the incorporation of OOH radicals,
giving H+ions (eq. 13)

                          Fe2+ + ºOH  Fe3+ + OH-                             (12)
Fe3+ + ºOOH   Fe2+ + O2+ H+                         (13)

The perhydroxy radicals (ºOOH) are highly
unstable in water and undergo facile disproportionation
rather than reacting slowly with the dye molecules.   The
participation of the hydroxyl radical as an active
oxidising species was confirmed using the hydroxyl
radical scavenger 2-propanol, which drastically reduced
the rate of photodegradation.

The hydroxyl radicals attacks on dye molecule
and abstracts a hydrogen atom or adds itself to double
bonds.
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            Dye + ºOH    Products

After continuous irradiation, the complete
mineralization of dye occurred via converting into CO2,
H2O, NO2

-, NO3
- and SO4

-.  These products are harmless
to the environment. Further, these products of simple
molecule or ions were detected and their presence in
the reaction mixture was ascertained by usual chemical
methods.

3. MATERIAL & METHODS

3.1 Reagents

Photocatalyst FeSO4.7H2O (Merck, 99%
purity) and H2O2(Merck, 30% purity) were used for
photocatalytic degradation. Commercial grade Reactive
Orange M2R dye obtained from Color Chem (India) Ltd
was used without purification.  All other chemicals were
used AR grade.   All the solutions were prepared with
deionized water.

3.2 Experimental procedure and analysis

All experiments were carried out in a 1 litre
thermostated bath glass photoreactor equipped with
magnetic stirrer.  A known volume of the dye solution
was taken in the reactor.Predetermined amount of Fe2+

ion solution and H2O2 solution were added into the dye
solution. The pH of the dye solution was adjusted by
adding dil.H2SO4 or NaOH. The solution was then
illuminated by UV light with magnetic stirring. The
photodegradation was carried under 125W UV mercury
lamp with the main emission at 365 nm.  At a given time
of intervals, the analytical samples withdrawn from the
reaction mixture and then stored in the dark for needed
analysis. The absorbance spectrum was determined with
ELICO SL-218 Double Beam UV-visible
spectrophotometer and the degradation of ROM2R dye
was monitored by recording the absorbance at λmax ~
488 nm as a function of illumination time.  The
decolourization degree percentage (DD%) and rate
constant values were calculated as follows (Abo-Farha,
2010; Kazi Nazrul Islam et  al. 2013).

DD% = {(A0-At )/Ao }x 100

Where, Aois the initial intensity of colour

At is the intensity of colour at ‘t’.

The rate constant k was calculated from the
expression k=2.303 x slope.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In the present work, the degradation of reactive
orange M2R dye by photo-Fenton system has been
investigated. The percentage of dye degradation and
rate were influenced by the concentration of H2O2, the
concentration of Fe2+, the initial concentration of dye
and pH of the solution. The kinetic studies reveal that
photocatalytic bleaching of the dye follows first-order
kinetics. The optimum conditions for the degradation
of photo-Fenton process is observed at pH 3, with the
[Fe2+] = 1mM, [H2O2] = 10mM, [dye] = 0.1mM.
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